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Abstract
The problem of characterizing conformally Einstein manifolds by tensorial
conditions has been tackled recently in papers by M. Listing, and in work by
A. R. Gover and P. Nurowski. Their results apply to metrics satisfying a ”non-
degeneracy” condition on the Weyl tensor W. We investigate the geometry of
the foliations arising on conformally Einstein spaces (with Riemannian signa-
ture) where this condition fails, which then allows us to characterize a general
class of locally conformally Einstein Riemannian manifolds with degenerate
Weyl tensor.
1 Introduction
The importance of conformal geometry for physics and mathematical physics is
seen, for example, in the AdS/CFT correspondence. On the other hand, Einstein
spaces are obviously of interest for these fields, as well as for differential geometry.
It’s thus a natural problem to try to characterize (Riemannian) manifolds which
are conformally Einstein. That is: given a Riemannian manifold (Mn, g), does
there exist a smooth function φ on M such that the conformally related metric
g¯ = e2φg is Einstein? Criteria for answering this question locally were investi-
gated for arbitrary dimension n by Listing in [12], and the main result was later
generalized by Gover and Nurowski in [7] and by Listing in [13]. These results re-
quire the following ”non-degeneracy” condition on the Weyl tensor W : If we define
Ker(W)p = {X ∈ Tp(M) : XyW = 0}, then Ker(W)p must have rank 0 on a dense
subset of M .
We say a Riemannian manifold (M, g) has rank k Weyl degeneracy if Ker(W)p
has rank k on a dense subset of M . It follows from this definition that there is
an open, dense subset Mk ⊂ M , on which Ker(W) is a distribution. If (M, g) is
conformally Einstein, then this distribution has nice geometric properties. It is a
foliation (integrable), totally umbilical - and with respect to an Einstein metric in
the conformal class, it is even totally geodesic. Moreover, if k ≥ 4, then the leaves
of the foliation are conformally flat. These properties follow from the identifica-
tion (see section 4), for an Einstein metric, of Ker(W) with the so-called κ-nullity
distribution. This allows us to draw conclusions for the conformal geometry. The
central result, established in sections 6 and 7, is:
Theorem 1 Let (M, g) be a locally conformally Einstein Riemannian manifold with
rank k Weyl degeneracy. Then, locally, (Mk, g) falls into one of two classes -
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transversally integrable or transversally non-integrable. In the transversally inte-
grable case, if the Einstein scaling is non-negative, then (Mk, g) must be locally
conformally Ricci-flat and have decomposable conformal holonomy. In the transver-
sally non-integrable case, there is a unique Einstein metric in the conformal class,
and the conformal Einstein re-scaling can be determined locally by an algorithm.
In section 2, we explain where the non-degeneracy restriction on Ker(W) comes
from, and review the main concepts in Listing’s method. There are several reasons
why it’s interesting to study conformally Einstein spaces where this restriction does
not hold. The first comes from the conformal tractor calculus, facts from which
are briefly reviewed in section 3. For an Einstein metric, the equation XyW = 0
is the integrability condition for the existence of parallel tractors. Ker(W) can be
seen as parametrizing the space of possible normal conformal Killing 1-forms on a
conformally Einstein space (cf. [11]). The next, related motivation is the exam-
ple of Einstein-Sasaki spaces (M2n+1, g, ξ), where the Reeb vector ξ of the Sasaki
contact structure is seen to satisfy ξyW = 0. Einstein-Sasaki spaces, which are of
course fascinating from the purely differential geometric viewpoint, have also been
intensely studied in mathematical physics (cf. [14]). We review in section 4 some
basic facts from contact and Sasakian geometry, and give in section 5 a tensorial
characterization of conformally Einstein-Sasaki spaces with rank 1 Weyl degener-
acy. Further, although we limit ourselves here to Riemannian signature, it should
be noted that spaces with degenerate Weyl tensor arise in Lorentzian geometry from
Brinkmann waves (spaces with a parallel light-like vector field V ). For pp waves,
Fefferman waves and for all Brinkmann waves which have twistor-spinors, the par-
allel lightlike vector field satisfies V yW = 0. The simplest examples of Brinkmann
waves, plane waves, are known to be conformally Ricci-flat (cf. [10]).
2 Listing’s method for characterizing conformally
Einstein metrics
To get conditions for a Riemannian manifold to be (locally) conformally Einstein,
Listing constructs a tensor T which is a candidate to be the (local) gradient of a
positive function giving a conformal transformation to an Einstein metric. The ob-
stacle to applying this method to metrics with degenerate Weyl tensor is that the
candidate T is no longer unique. We review here the main ideas of Listing’s proof.
On a Riemannian manifold (M, g) we have the usual invariants associated to
the metric: the Levi-Civita connection ∇, Riemannian curvature tensor R, as well
as Ricci curvature Ric and scalar curvature τ . We write ∇f for the gradient of a
smooth function f . When we want to emphasize or clarify the dependence on a
particular choice of metric, we add sub- or superscripts, e.g. ∇g,Rg, τg, etc. In
addition, we have:
the traceless Ricci tensor
Rico := Ric− (n− 1)τg
the Schouten tensor
h :=
1
n− 2(Ric−
τ
2(n− 1)g);
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the Kulkarni-Nomizu product of two symmetric (2,0) tensors A and B
A ⋆ B(X,Y, U, V ) := A(X,U)B(Y, V ) +A(Y, V )B(X,U)
−A(X,V )B(Y, U)−A(Y, U)B(X,V );
the Weyl tensor
W := R− g ⋆ h;
the Cotton-York tensor
C(X,Y, Z) := (∇Xh)(Y, Z)− (∇Y h)(X,Z);
the divergence of the Weyl tensor is given by
δW(X,Y, Z) :=
∑
ONB
(∇EiW)(X,Y, Z,Ei);
and the rotation of a vector field V (we write V ∗ for the dual 1-form to V ) is the
2-form
rot(V )(X,Y ) := dV ∗(X,Y ) = g(∇XV, Y )− g(X,∇Y V ).
A space with δW = 0 is called a C-space, or space with harmonic Weyl tensor.
Noting the identity, δW = (n− 3)C, we see that, in particular, Einstein spaces are
C-spaces (cf. [3], p. 440, for a discussion of the sense in which C-spaces generalize
Einstein spaces). The key to Listing’s method is finding a uniquely determined
tensor which must vanish if (M, g) is conformally equivalent to a C-space, which is
an integrability condition for the conformal Einstein condition. This relies on the
behaviour of δW under conformal translation. Namely, for a conformally related
metric g¯ = e2φg, we have:
δ¯W¯ = δW + (3− n)(∇gφ)yW . (1)
Thus an integrability condition for (M, g) to be locally conformally Einstein is:
there must be a local gradient field X (i.e., rot(X) = 0) such that
δW + (n− 3)XyW = 0.
Note that if the homogeneous part of this equation ((n− 3)XyW = 0) has only the
trivial solution, then a solution to these integrability conditions, if it exists, must
be unique. This is where the non-degeneracy condition on the Weyl tensor comes
from. When it is fulfilled, Listing constructs a vector field T, which must be the
unique solution, if one exists, to (1).
Define the tensor FV , determined by a vector field V as follows:
FV (X,Y ) := g(∇XV, Y ) + g(X,V )g(Y, V )− 1
n
[div(V ) + g(V, V )]g(X,Y ).
From the transformation behavior of Ric under a conformal change of metric, it
follows that a metric e2φg is Einstein if and only if Ricog + (2 − n)F∇gφ = 0. On
the other hand, a vector field V is a local gradient if and only if FV is symmetric.
Using these facts, Listing concludes that a space with non-degenerate Weyl tensor
is locally conformally Einstein if and only if Ricog + (2− n)FT = 0.
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3 The tractor calculus for conformal geometry and
conformally Einstein metrics
We note that an improved result by Listing in [13] was established by Gover and
Nurowski in [7] using the so-called standard tractor calculus for conformal struc-
tures. We summarize here briefly the essential properties of the tractor calculus,
following [11], in order to formulate the important results of F. Leitner and S. Arm-
strong on the conformal holonomy of conformally Einstein metrics. For more details
on the background to the constructions needed for the tractor calculus see, e.g. [5]
or [6].
The tractor calculus for conformal geometry relies on the construction of a vec-
tor bundle along with connection, (T (M),∇NC), both of which are canonically
determined by the class of conformally equivalent metrics c = [g] on M . The fibers
of T are isomorphic to R(p+1,q+1), where (p, q) is the signature of c, and comes
equipped with an inner product. In the standard manner for vector bundles, we
can construct the dual of the tractor bundle, and exterior products, to get bundles
of p-forms on tractors, denoted ΩpT (M). The canonical connection, ∇NC , is also
extended to these bundles in the standard way. The construction gives important
conformal invariants derived from ∇NC (for instance, the curvature of this connec-
tion,R∇NC , and the conformal holonomy,Hol∇NC = Hol(M, c) ⊂ SO (p+1, q+1)).
Fixing a metric g ∈ c, we get a direct-sum decomposition of the forms on tractors
in the usual differential forms on M :
Ωp+1T (M) = Ω
p(M)⊕ Ωp+1(M)⊕ Ωp−1(M)⊕ Ωp(M)
Writing∇NC in terms of the decomposition given by a metric g, we get the following,
nice form for the action of covariant differentiation on tractor-forms:
∇NCX =


∇LCX −Xy X∗∧ 0
−h(X)∗∧ ∇LCX 0 X∗∧
h(X)y 0 ∇LCX Xy
0 h(X)y h(X)∗∧ ∇LCX


We are interested in forms which are parallel with respect to ∇NC , and Leitner
shows that such forms are uniquely determined by the leading component under
the decomposition of Ωp+1T (M) given by a choice of metric in the conformal class.
This p-form is called a normal conformal Killing p-form, and Leitner gives a set
of four equations characterizing these forms. The existence of normal conformal
Killing forms, which are conformally covariant, gives important information about
the conformal geometry. Note that the curvature of the normal conformal connec-
tion, R∇NC , also has a nice form which gives further integrability conditions for the
existence of normal conformal Killing forms:
R∇NC (X,Y ) =


W(X,Y ) 0 0 0
−C(X,Y )∗∧ W(X,Y ) 0 0
C(X,Y )y 0 W(X,Y ) 0
0 C(X,Y )y C(X,Y )∗∧ W(X,Y )


A smooth function α on M which corresponds under g to the first component
of a ∇NC -parallel 1-form on tractors (a normal conformal Killing function), gives,
away from its zero set, a conformal transformation to an Einstein metric. Since a
non-trivial function satisfying the normal conformal Killing equations is non-zero al-
most everywhere, we have a following correspondence between vectors in R(p+1,q+1)
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fixed by Hol∇
NC
and Einstein structures in the conformal class c which are de-
fined up to singularities of measure zero on M . Furthermore, the causality of the
Hol∇
NC
-fixed vector determines the scalar curvature of the corresponding Einstein
metric in the conformal class: for spacelike vectors, the scalar curvature is nega-
tive; for lightlike vectors, Ricci-flat; and for time-like vectors, scalar curvature is
positive. The structure determined by a parallel tractor is thus called an almost
Einstein metric.
Using independent methods, Leitner and Armstrong each established the fol-
lowing fact, which makes it possible to introduce a notion of decomposability for
conformal holonomy:
Theorem 2 (Armstrong [1], Leitner [11]) Let (M, c) be a conformal manifold with
Riemannian signature. There exists a Hol(M, c)-invariant subspace of R(n+1,1) of
dimension p, 2 ≤ p ≤ n, if and only if there exists a metric g ∈ c such that:
1. (M, g) is locally isometric to (Hp × Lq, h+ l), with n = p+ q and (H,h), (L, l)
almost Einstein;
2. The scalar curvatures are related by: τh =
−p(p−1)
q(q−1) τl;
3. The conformal holonomies are related by: Hol(M, [g]) ∼= Hol(H, [h])×Hol(L, [l]).
A conformal manifold for which these conditions hold is called (conformally)
decomposable (or: it has decomposable conformal holonomy). An indecomposable
conformal Riemannian manifold, therefore, has conformal holonomy which fixes
no subspace of (co-)dimension greater than one. Considering conformally Einstein
manifolds with Riemannian signature that are indecomposable, Armstrong went on
to give the following classification results for conformal holonomy:
Theorem 3 (Armstrong [1]) Let (M, g) be an indecomposable conformally Einstein
manifold of Riemannian signature, with non-zero scalar curvature in the Einstein
scaling. Then the conformal holonomy is one of the following:
-SO (n, 1)
-SO (n+ 1)
-SU (n+12 )
-Sp (n+14 )
-G2
-Spin (7)
In case (M, g) is conformally Ricci-flat, then the conformal holonomy is isomor-
phic to a semi-direct product of the Riemannian holonomy with Rn, Hol(M, [g]) ∼=
Hol(M, g)⋊Rn, and the possible indecomposable conformal holonomy groups are:
-SO (n)⋊Rn
-SU (n2 )⋊R
n
-Sp (n4 )⋊R
n
-G2 ⋊R
7
-Spin (7)⋊R8
Moreover, all these holonomy groups do actually occur.
We note briefly the significance of Einstein-Sasaki manifolds in this picture. In
[15], Semmelmann showed how a Sasaki structure defines a special type of (confor-
mal) Killing form. Namely, he defines a Sasaki structure on a Riemannian manifold
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(M, g) to be given by a unit length Killing vector field ξ satisfying for any vector
field X the equation
∇X(dξ∗) = −2X∗ ∧ ξ∗,
and shows that this is equivalent to the classic definition of Sasaki structure from
contact geometry (see below). The contact form η which is dual to ξ is a Killing
1-form by definition, while the additional condition says that η is a special Killing
form for the constant −2. Semmelmann proves a one-one correspondence between
special Killing p-forms on the Riemannian manifold (M, g) and parallel (p+1)-forms
on the metric cone (Mˆ, gˆ). In [1], on the other hand, the conformal holonomy classi-
fication for Einstein spaces with non-zero Einstein scaling, is shown by constructing
an isomorphism between the standard tractor bundle associated to such manifolds,
and the metric cone. From this it follows that conformally Einstein-Sasaki manifolds
give the first example of special conformal holonomy SU (n+12 ), since this is a well-
known characteristic of the holonomy of the metric cone of an Einstein-Sasaki space.
The same can be seen at the level of normal conformal Killing forms. As noted
by Leitner, the normal conformal Killing equations reduce, for a co-closed p-form β
on an Einstein space, to
∇Xβ = 1
p+ 1
Xydβ
∇Xdβ = − (p+ 1)τ
n(n− 1)X
∗ ∧ β.
In our case, the contact 1-form η of the Sasaki structure is by definition a Killing
form (dual to the Killing vector field ξ), which is equivalent to the first equation,
and we see, under a re-scaling of the scalar curvature to τ = n(n − 1), that the
Sasaki equation on an Einstein manifold insures that η is moreover normal, that
is, defines a 2-form on tractors that is parallel with respect to ∇NC (and this is
where the conformal holonomy reduction comes from). Note, finally, applying the
integrability conditions from R∇NC for the normal conformal Killing form η, that
we have W(X,Y )η = 0, which is equivalent to ξyW = 0. In other words, Einstein-
Sasaki spaces also give a non-trivial example of Einstein spaces with degenerate
Weyl tensor. We will discuss below the extent to which there are coverse statements
to these facts, for which we will need some tools from contact geometry.
4 Sasaki geometry and the κ-nullity distribution
In general, an odd-dimensional manifold together with a 1-form, (M2n+1, η) is called
a contact manifold if the contact condition η ∧ (dη)n 6= 0 holds. In this case, there
exists a unique vector field ξ satisfying
ξydη = 0, η(ξ) = 1,
called the Reeb vector field of the contact structure.
We are interested in contact structures arising in conformal Riemannian geome-
try, and so the metrics associated to contact structures are important. Following [4],
we define an almost contact metric structure as a set (M, η, g, φ) where, in addition
to the contact structure, g is a Riemannian metric and φ a (1,1)-tensor satisfying
φ2 = −Id+ η ⊗ ξ, such that
g(φX, φY ) = g(X,Y )− η(X)η(Y ).
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If, in addition,
g(X,φY ) = dη(X,Y ), (2)
then the structure is called contact metric. The Riemannian metric g of a contact
metric structure is called an associated metric to the contact structure (M, η)
Sasakian structures arise in contact geometry by imposing a further integrability
condition on the contact metric structure, which is analogous to the step from almost
Ka¨hler manifolds to Ka¨hler in symplectic geometry (cf. [4] p. 71). Thus, the first
definition of a Sasaki structure is as a contact metric structure (M, η, g, φ) such that
in addition the following integrability tensors vanish:
N (1)(X,Y ) = [φ, φ](X,Y ) + 2dη(X,Y )ξ,
N (2)(X,Y ) = (LφXη)(Y )− (LφY η)(X),
N (3)(X) = (Lξφ)(X),
N (4)(X) = (Lξη)(X).
And a standard result tells us that N (1) = 0 implies that the other tensors vanish
as well.
There are other, equivalent, characterizations of Sasaki structures which occur
in the literature, and it is useful for our purposes to review these. In general,
for a contact metric structure, we have N (2) = N (4) = 0. Further, the covariant
derivative of ξ satisfies
∇Xξ = −φX − 1
2
φN (3)X,
and the tensor N (3) vanishes if and only if the Reeb vector field ξ is a Killing field.
A contact metric structure whose Reeb vector field is a Killing field is called K-
contact, and for these, clearly φ = −∇ξ.
It is a basic result of Sasakian geometry that the above definition of Sasaki
structure is equivalent to the following: Let (M, η, g, φ) be an almost contact metric
structure. (M, η, g, φ) is a Sasaki structure if, in addition:
(∇Xφ)Y = g(X,Y )ξ − η(Y )X.
From this, it is a straightforward computation to see that a K-contact metric
structure is Sasakian if and only if:
R(X,Y )ξ = η(Y )X − η(X)Y, (3)
This is often taken as the definition in the literature. The significance of this char-
acterization for us is that it says, for an Einstein-Sasaki manifold, that the Reeb
vector field ξ ∈ Ker(W).
Let us explain this point. The above equation says, in a special case (κ = 1),
that the Reeb vector field ξ belongs to the so-called κ-nullity distribution (note
that, for an almost contact metric structure, η(Y ) = g(ξ, Y )). In general, on a
pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M, g) the κ-nullity distribution for a constant κ is
defined at a point p ∈M as:
N(κ)p := {Z ∈ TpM : R(X,Y )Z = κ(g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y ) ∀X,Y ∈ TpM}.
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N(κ)p is non-trivial for at most one constant κ, and enjoys some nice properties.
Denoting by nκ(p) the rank of N(κ)p or nullity index, then although nκ is not
constant, it is upper semi-continuous on M . Let nκ,0 denote the minimum of the
nullity index on M . Then Mnκ,0 ⊂ M is open, where Mnκ,0 denotes the subset
where N(κ) has rank nκ,0. On Mnκ,0 , the κ-nullity distribution is integrable, i.e. a
foliation, and totally geodesic. The leaves of the foliation are of constant curvature
κ, and are complete if (M, g) is complete. For proofs of these facts, see, e.g. [8],
[16].
Lemma 4 For an Einstein manifold (M, g), the κ-nullity distribution N(κ) =
Ker(W) and κ = τ
n(n−1) , where τ is the scalar curvature.
Proof. For the Schouten tensor h of an Einstein metric, the identity h = τ2n(n−1)g
holds. The Kulkarni-Nomizu product of the metric with itself acts on vectors as
g ⋆ g(X,Y, U, V ) = 2(g(X,U)g(Y, V )− g(X,V )g(Y, U)),
Thus a vector X lies in Ker(W = R− h ⋆ g) precisely when it lies in N( τ
n(n−1) ).
Contact metric structures with a κ-nullity distribution (as well as more general
distributions defined by curvature relations) have been studied quite a bit, especially
in the case that the Reeb vector field ξ lies in the κ-nullity distribution (cf. [4], p.
105 for some references). To close this section, we cite one such result which will
be applied in characterizing conformally Einstein-Sasaki spaces. This theorem of
Tanno says that a contact metric structure on an Einstein manifold is Einstein-
Sasaki precisely when the Reeb vector field lies in Ker(W):
Theorem 5 (Tanno [17]): Let (M, η, g, φ) be a Riemannian Einstein manifold of
dimension 2n + 1 ≥ 5 with contact metric structure. If ξ belongs to the κ-nullity
distribution, then κ = 1 and (M, η, g) is Sasakian.
5 Conformally Einstein-Sasaki spaces
In the later sections, we will develop further conclusions from Lemma 4 for the
geometry of the distribution Ker(W)|Mk for a conformally Einstein manifold with
rank k Weyl degeneracy, in order to prove the main result. But first, we show a
simple application of this lemma and of Theorem 5 to the description of conformally
Einstein-Sasaki spaces having rank 1 Weyl degeneracy. For a Riemannian manifold
(M, g) with rank 1 Weyl degeneracy, Ker(W) is a rank 1 distribution on an open
and dense subset of M . Therefore, choosing a direction in Ker(W) and letting
ξ′ at each point be the vector in this direction of unit-length, we get a uniqely
determined unit-length vector field on this dense submanifold. Assume that ξ′
extends by taking limits to a smooth vector field on M . This clearly must be the
case for a manifold (M, g) conformally related to an Einstein-Sasaki space, and by
continuity the extended vector field must also have constant unit-length. We denote
this vector field by ξ, and its dual 1-form ξ∗ with respect to the metric g we denote
by η. The following proposition gives tensorial criteria for (M, g) to be globally
conformally Einstein-Sasaki.
Proposition 6 Let (M2n+1, g) be an oriented Riemannian manifold with rank 1
Weyl degeneracy . Then (M, g) is conformally equivalent to an Einstein Sasaki
space if and only if the following hold, with ξ and η = ξ∗ as above:
1. η is contact (η ∧ (dη)n 6= 0).
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2. For any positively-oriented orthonormal basis {ξ, E1, . . . , E2n}, and Ωij = dη(Ei, Ej),
the matrix 1
n
√
|detΩ|
Ω is orthoganal.
3. Rico + (2− n)F
(∇g
n
√
|detΩ|)
= 0 (i.e., g¯ = e(2
n
√
|detΩ|)g is an Einstein metric).
Proof. First we note that the conditions of the proposition are conformally well-
defined, i.e. they don’t depend on which metric g is chosen from the conformal
class. Let g¯ = e2φg be a conformally related metric. First, η depends conformally
covariantly on g (so the conformal structure gives us a conformal family of 1-forms):
ηg¯ = η¯ = g¯(ξ¯, .) = e
2φg(e−φξ, .) = eφη = eφηg
It follows then that
η¯ ∧ (dη¯)n = eφη ∧ (deφ ∧ η + eφdη)n = e(n+1)φ(η ∧ (dη)n),
and the contact condition (1) is conformally invariant.
Furthermore, Ker(W ) is in general a conformal invariant, and so in our case
the orthogonal decomposition T (M) = Rξ ⊕ ξ⊥ is conformally invariant. Let
{E1, . . . , E2n} be a ONB, with respect to g, for ξ⊥. Then {E¯1, . . . , E¯2n} likewise
gives a ONB w.r.t g¯ for ξ¯⊥, where E¯i = e
−φEi. Using this conformal translation of
bases for the invariant subspace ξ⊥, we have:
dη¯(E¯i, E¯j) = (de
φ ∧ η)(e−φEi, e−φEj) + eφdη(e−φEi, e−φEj)
= 0 + e−φdη(Ei, Ej)
It follows that condition (2) is conformally invariant:
1
n
√
|detΩ¯|
Ω¯ =
1
n
√
|e−nφdetΩ|e
−φΩ
=
1
n
√
|detΩ|Ω.
It is noted, as well, that condition (2) is not dependent on the choice of ONB (con-
sistent with ξ), since any other such ONB is obtained by a rotation-matrix P , and
for the resulting matrix Γ corresponding to this new ONB, we have Γ = P−1ΩP .
Thus detΓ = detΩ and 1
n
√
|detΓ|
Γ = P−1( 1
n
√
|detΩ|
Ω)P is also orthogonal.
And condition (3) is conformally invariant. Suppose e(2
n
√
|detΩ|)g is an Einstein
metric. Then
e(2
n
√
|detΩ¯|)g¯ = e(2(−φ)(
n
√
|detΩ|))e2φg = e(2
n
√
|detΩ|)g
which is likewise Einstein, and thus (3) holds for g¯.
Additionally, we remark that although in general the vector ξ corresponding to a
given metric g in the conformal class is not the Reeb vector field determined by the
contact form η belonging to g, nevertheless this does hold for any Einstein metric
in the conformal class. In general, ξ will be the Reeb vector field of the contact
form η if and only if the integral curves of ξ are geodesics, since:
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2dη(ξ,X) = ξη(X)−Xη(ξ)− η([ξ,X ])
= g(∇ξξ,X) + g(ξ,∇ξX)− 0− g(ξ,∇ξX −∇Xξ)
= g(∇ξξ,X)
Since Ker(W ) is totally geodesic, ξ which is of constant length in Ker(W ) has
geodesic integral curves.
(⇐): Assume that conditions (1)-(3) hold. Writing σ = n
√
|detΩ| we have the fol-
lowing facts for the metric g¯ = e2σg in the conformal class:
(a) From condition (3), g¯ is an Einstein metric.
(b) Thus, from the final remark above, ξ¯ ∈ Ker(W ) with g¯(ξ¯, ξ¯) = 1 is the Reeb
vector field for the contact form η¯ = g¯(ξ¯, .).
(c) By condition (2), (Ω¯ij) = (dη¯(E¯i, E¯j)) is orthogonal, for a g¯-ONB {E¯1, . . . , E¯2n}
spanning the contact distribution ξ¯⊥.
We get an associated contact metric structure (M, η¯, g¯, φ) to η¯ by defining
φ(E¯i) = Ω¯
j
i E¯j on ξ¯
⊥ and φ(ξ¯) = 0. Further, since the Reeb vector field ξ¯ be-
longs to the κ-nullity distribution (κ = τ¯
n(n−1) ), Tanno’s Theorem 5 tells us that
τ¯ = n(n− 1) and (M, η¯, g¯) is Einstein-Sasaki.
(⇒): Starting from an Einstein-Sasaki structure (M, ξ, g), we have the contact
form η = g(ξ, .) and the endomorphism φ(X) = −∇Xξ, defining a contact metric
structure. Then choosing a φ-ONB {E1, . . . , E2n} for the contact distribution, the
identity g(X,φ(Y )) = dη(X,Y ) shows that Ω = dη(Ei, Ej) is the standard sym-
plectic matrix, which is of course orthogonal. By characterisation 3 of a Sasaki
structure, the Killing vector field ξ lies in Ker(W) (note that a Sasaki-Einstein
space must have scalar curvature τ = n(n − 1), where n is the dimension of the
manifold). Thus conditions (1)-(3) are automatically satisfied, and the discussion
above of their conformal invariance shows that they hold for all other metrics in the
conformal class. ✷
6 Conformally Einstein metrics with rank 1 Weyl
degeneracy
As the first step toward characterizing more general conformally Einstein metrics
with degenerate Weyl tensor, we deal in this section with the most simple case of
rank 1 degeneracy. We also prove in this section a number of results on the be-
havior of Riemannian foliations under conformal change of the metric, which hold
for higher rank foliations and will be used in the next section. To begin, though,
we make a simple observation on the 1-form η arising in the rank 1 case, which
allows us to divide the metrics into ”transversally integrable” and ”transversally
non-integrable” classes. This is a natural next step from the contact condition
η ∧ (dη)n 6= 0, which can be seen as a maximal non-integrability condition on the
distribution transverse to the Reeb vector field.
We saw in the previous section that the vector ξ¯ is the Reeb vector field to
the associated contact form η¯ if and only if the integral curves defined by it are
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geodesics with respect to g¯. In fact we can say more, namely that there is at most
one metric in the conformal class for which this can occur. This is a result of the
contact condition η∧ (dη)n 6= 0, and moreover the basic result holds even when this
condition is weakened. Explicitly, we have:
Remark 7 Let (M, c) be a conformal Riemannian manifold with rank 1 Weyl de-
generacy, and suppose η ∧ dη is non-vanishing for the class of 1-forms η defined in
the previous section. Then there exists at most one metric g ∈ c such that the inte-
gral curves of the associated vector field ξ are geodesics (i.e., such that Ker(W)|M1
is a totally geodesic foliation with respect to the metric g).
Proof. Suppose g ∈ c is a metric in the conformal class for which the property holds.
Then for a conformally related metric g¯ = e2φg, we have dη¯ = de−φ ∧ η + e−φdη.
Thus, for any E¯i ∈ ξ¯⊥:
(ξ¯ydη¯)(E¯i) = de
−φ(ξ¯)η(E¯i)− e−φη(ξ¯)(de−φ)(E¯i)
= 0− e−2φ(de−φ)(E¯i)
Thus, ξ¯ has geodesic integral curves if and only if (de−φ)(E¯i) = 0 for all E¯i ∈ ξ¯⊥,
i.e. if and only if ∇φ is proportional to ξ¯. But precisely because of the condi-
tion η ∧ dη 6= 0, there are no non-trivial gradient vector fields satisfying this. For
suppose ∇f1 = f2ξ for some smooth functions f1 and f2. Then η = 1f2 df1 and
η ∧ dη = − 1
f2
df1 ∧ df2 ∧ df1 = 0, a contradiction. ✷
On the other hand, the condition η ∧ dη = 0 is equivalent to the integrability
of the complementary distribution ξ⊥. In general, even if the 3-form η ∧ dη is not
identically zero on M , it can still have a non-trivial zero-set, and the zero-set could
even contain an open subset in M . But we can consider the interior in M of the set
{η ∧ dη = 0}, and the open set {η ∧ dη 6= 0}. Then the disjoint union of these two
open sets is dense in M . Thus, for the analysis of the local conformal geometry, it
suffices to consider the following two distinct classes of manifolds:
1. (M, g) with η ∧ dη = 0, which we call transversally integrable. These have com-
plementary foliations Rξ and ξ⊥.
2. (M, g) with η ∧ dη 6= 0 on a dense subset of M , which we call transversally
non-integrable. For these, there is a unique metric g¯ ∈ [g] for which ξ¯ has geodesic
integral curves, and this metric coincides with the (unique!) Einstein metric in the
conformal class.
This division into cases, we’ll see, is important because the geometry in the first
case is greatly simplified. In the second case, on the other hand, uniqueness of the
”geodesic metric” in the conformal class allows us to give explicit tensorial criteria
for the metric to be locally conformally Einstein. First, though, we need some facts
from foliation theory.
A k-foliation of an n-dimensional manifold M is an integrable rank k distribu-
tion. We’ll denote the distribution by E . When M has in addition a Riemannian or
conformal Riemannian metric g, we call (M, E , g) a Riemannian foliation. In this
case, we have a canonical transversal distribution (in general, non-integrable) E⊥
given by the orthogonal complement and decomposition TM = E ⊕E⊥. We denote
the projection maps by π and π⊥, respectively. The first fundamental form of a
Riemannian foliation E is a map h : E × E → E⊥:
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h(X,Y ) := π⊥∇XY
Let ξ1, . . . , ξk ∈ E be local orthonormal vector fields spanning E . The mean cur-
vature vector of the foliation, which is independent of the choice of of spanning
orthonormal vector fields, is defined to be the vector H :
H :=
k∑
i=1
h(ξi, ξi)
The geometrically important classes of Riemannian foliations are characterized us-
ing these objects. A foliation is called totally geodesic if h = 0. It is called minimal
if H = 0; and it is called totally umbilical if h(X,Y ) = g(X,Y )H . In all these cases,
the integrable sub-manifolds given by the leaves of the foliation have the corre-
sponding geometric properties (totally geodesic, etc.). Obviously, a totally geodesic
foliation is also minimal and umbilical. Further, it is well known that the converse
is true. Only the property of being totally umbilical is preserved under conformal
change of the Riemannian metric. We’re interested in finding out how the other
properties behave under conformal transformation.
Lemma 8 Let (M, E , g) be a Riemannian k-foliation with mean curvature vector
H. Given a conformal change of metric g¯ = e2φg, the following identity holds for
the mean curvature vector H¯ of the associated Riemannian foliation (M, E , g¯):
H¯ = e−2φ(H − k(π⊥∇φ)). (4)
Proof. We have the following, well-known identity for the conformally changed
Levi-Civita connection:
∇¯XY = ∇XY + dφ(X)Y + dφ(Y )X − g(X,Y )∇φ.
Furthermore, the distributions E and E⊥, as well as the associated projection maps,
are unchanged by the conformal transformation. Thus:
H¯ =
k∑
i=1
π⊥∇¯e−φξie−φξi
=e−φ
k∑
i=1
π⊥(ξi(e
−φ)ξi + e
−φ∇ξiξi + 2e−φdφ(ξi)ξi − e−φg(ξi, ξi)∇φ)
=e−2φ
k∑
i=1
(h(ξi, ξi)− π⊥∇φ)
=e−2φ(H − k(π⊥∇φ)) ✷
In particular, if our foliation is minimal for some metric g in the conformal class,
we see that for all other metrics in the conformal class, the associated mean curva-
ture vector must be the transversal projection of a gradient vector field. Explicitly,
we have the direct corollary:
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Corollary 9 Let (M, E , g) be a Riemannian k-foliation. There exists a metric g¯ ∈
[g] for which the conformally-related foliation (M, E , g¯) is minimal if and only if
there exists a function φ such that π⊥∇φ = 1
k
H. If this holds, then a metric g¯ for
which the foliation is minimal is given by g¯ = e2φg. We call (M, E , g) conformally
minimal, and call g¯ a minimal metric in the conformal class.
The transformation formula (4) also allows us to generalize the observation in
Remark 7 to general Riemannian foliations. The following lemma gives a limit on
the number of independent totally geodesic metrics (and thus, also, minimal met-
rics) which can exist in the conformal class.
Lemma 10 Let (M, E , g) be totally geodesic. Then for a second metric g¯ = e2φg in
the conformal class, the conformally related foliation is totally geodesic if and only
if ∇φ ∈ E.
Proof. Since (M, E , g) is totally geodesic and therefore totally umbilical, all the
conformally related foliations must also be totally umbilical. Thus we have, for
X,Y ∈ E :
h¯(X,Y ) = g¯(X,Y )H¯ = e−2φg¯(X,Y )(Hg − k(π⊥∇gφ))
= −ke−2φg¯(X,Y )(π⊥∇gφ)
and the last line clearly vanishes if and only if ∇φ ∈ E . ✷
To round out the material on foliations, we give here two Thoerems on totally
geodesic foliations. These allow us, given limits on curvature tensors determined
by a totally geodesic foliation, to make statements about the existence and prop-
erties of an integrable transversal distribution. The mixed sectional curvature of a
Riemannian foliation (M, E , g) is defined to be K(πX ∧π⊥Y ) for vectors X and Y ,
where K(X ∧Y ) is the usual sectional curvature of (M, g) for the plane determined
by {X,Y }. Proofs of the Theorems can be found in [2], pp. 129-130.
Theorem 11 Let E be a totally geodesic foliation on a Riemannian manifold (M, g).
If all mixed curvatures of M at a point x0 are positive, then the transversal distri-
bution is not integrable.
Theorem 12 (Tanno 72). Let E be a totally geodesic foliation on a Riemannian
manifold (M, g). Suppose that all mixed sectional curvatures of M vanish identically
on M and the transversal distribution E⊥ is integrable. Then the foliation defined
by E⊥ is also totally geodesic.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1 in the case of rank 1 Weyl degeneracy. As
above, we let ξ be a unit length vector field in Ker(W), and let η be its dual 1-form,
and E2, . . . , En a local orthonormal frame spanning the transversal direction. The
first proposition is for the transversally integrable case:
Proposition 13 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of rank 1 Weyl degener-
acy which is transversally integrable. Suppose (M, g) is conformally Einstein, with
non-negative Einstein scaling. Then (M, g) must be conformally Ricci-flat with de-
composable conformal holonomy.
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Proof. Suppose g is an Einstein metric. We’ve seen that for an Einstein man-
ifold (M, g), the distribution Ker(W) coincides with the κ-nullity distribution
(κ = τ
n(n−1) ). By definition, all mixed sectional curvatures of the κ-nullity dis-
tribution are constant and equal to κ. Since the κ-nullity distribution is totally
geodesic and (Ker(W))⊥ is integrable in the transversally integrable case, we can
directly apply the above theorems: If (M, g) has positive scalar curvature, then
the integrability of Ker(W)⊥ contradicts Theorem 12. If (M, g) is Ricci-flat, then
Theorem 11 implies that (Ker(W))⊥ is also totally geodesic. Thus, (M, g) is locally
isometric to a Riemannian product h1+ l(n−1) (this product is even global if (M, g)
is complete), where h1 is a flat metric on the one-dimensional leaves of Ker(W). It
follows that l(n−1) is also Ricci-flat, and thus the conformal holonomy of (M, [g]) is
decomposable. ✷
In the transversally non-integrable case, we use the uniqueness of the minimal
metric in the conformal class to give local tensorial criteria. Namely, Lemma 9, a
local gradient field V giving a transformation to a minimal metric must have the
form V = H + fξ for some smooth function f . Applying local gradience, we have
0 = rot(V ) = rot(H) + rot(fξ) = rot(H) + df ∧ η + frot(ξ).
In particular, since η∧dη is non-vanishing on a dense set in M , then on a dense set
we always have local transversal vector fields Ei, Ej ∈ ξ⊥ such that dη(Ei, Ej) =
rot(ξ)(Ei, Ej) 6= 0. The local gradience of V implies that our function f must sat-
isfy, for all such transversal vector fields: f = − rot(H)(Ei,Ej)
rot(ξ)(Ei,Ej)
. Conversely, we could
just define our function f locally in this way. The uniqueness of a local gradient
gradient field V having the above form (which follows from the uniqueness of the
minimal metric in the transversally non-integrable case) implies that f does not
depend on the choice of transversal vector fields. We thus get a smooth function on
the dense subset M1 and for f thus defined we have:
Proposition 14 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with Weyl degeneracy of
rank 1, ξ, η as above, which is transversally non-integrable, i.e. η ∧ dη 6= 0 on
a dense subset of M . Then (M1, g) is locally conformally Einstein if and only if
Rico + (2− n)F(H+fξ) = 0, for f defined through local equations as above.
Proof. The κ-nullity distribution is totally geodesic (in particular, minimal) and
Ker(W) is the κ-nullity distribution for an Einstein metric. Thus, (M, g) is locally
conformally Einstein only if (M,Ker(W), g) is locally conformally minimal. The
previous considerations tell us that there is locally at most one minimal metric
in the conformal class, and that the local gradient field which determines it has
the form H + fξ. Again, by the uniqueness of this minimal metric, it must also
be a local conformal Einstein transformation, which is equivalent to the equation
Rico + (2− n)FH+fξ = 0 being satisfied (see Section 2). ✷
Note that (M1, g) being globally conformally Einstein is equivalent to what
was called a conformal almost Einstein structure on (M, g) in Section 3 (i.e., it
determines a parallel tractor). Alternatively, one could formulate results on all of
M by checking whether the limits of f and ξ on the complement of M1 exist and
satisfy the appropriate conditions. The only obstacle to a global result thus lies in
the topology of the manifold and extending local gradient fields to global ones. We
can conclude immediately:
Proposition 15 Let (M, g) be a simply connected Riemannian manifold with Weyl
degeneracy of rank 1 which is transversally non-integrable. Then (M, g) is confor-
mally almost Einstein if and only if Rico + (2− n)F(H+fξ) = 0.
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7 Rank k Weyl degeneracy, k ≥ 2
The method used to solve the problem for rank 1 Weyl degeneracy must now be
generalized and adapted for the higher rank degeneracy cases. We first divide
the problem into ”transversally non-integrable” cases (where we hope to have at
most one possible solution) and ”transversally integrable” cases (where we hope
the geometry simplifies); Then we formulate tensorial criteria in the ”transversally
non-integrable” cases, giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a manifold to
be conformally Einstein. We will see that new difficulties arise in both cases, but
that it’s possible to extend the method, thus giving a complete tensorial character-
ization of all conformally Einstein manifolds having rank k Weyl degeneracy and
non-negative Einstein scaling.
We will be dealing with the following general set-up for the remainder: (M, E , g)
is a foliated Riemannian manifold, E is totally umbilical of rank k. We will write
{ξ1, . . . , ξk} for local orthonormal vector fields spanning E , and η1, . . . , ηk will be
their dual 1-forms, also given locally. Local orthonormal vector fields spanning the
complement E⊥ will be denoted Ej , j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}. The second fundamental
form h and mean curvature vector field H of the Riemannian foliation are as defined
above. If we consider a conformal change of the metric g¯ = e2φg, we get another
Riemannian foliation (M, E , g¯), which we shall call conformally related. We’ll de-
note the objects associated to this foliation by adding a bar: ξ¯i, h¯, H¯, etc.
From Lemma 10, we can introduce a class of transversally non-integrable met-
rics, in close analogy to the rank 1 case, which have at most one totally geodesic
metric in the conformal class. Namely, we call (M, g) transversally non-integrable
if there exist no non-zero local gradients ∇φ ∈ Ker(W) and if (Ker(W))⊥ is non-
integrable. Then for such metrics, there is (up to re-scaling by a constant) at most
one metric in the conformal class which is Einstein. This follows from Lemma 10,
since for an Einstein metric, Ker(W) is totally geodesic.
We will call (M, g) transversally integrable if either there exists a non-zero local
gradient vector field ∇φ ∈ Ker(W), or if (Ker(W))⊥ is integrable. Restricting
to these two classes gives all possible local geomteries, as in the rank 1 case. As
opposed to the rank 1 case, though, it of course does not follow immediately that
the transversal distribution Ker(W)⊥ is integrable, and this is not necessarily the
case. Further, it need not be the case that the rank 1 distribution defined by ∇φ
is totally geodesic with respect to any metric in the conformal class. Recall that
the existence of a totally geodesic distribution with integrable transversal distribu-
tion (the assumption, along with conditions on the mixed sectional curvature, in
Theorems 11 and 12), is what allowed us to simplify the geometry for conformally
Einstein metrics with non-negative Einstein scaling. For higher rank degeneracy,
we can still do this, thanks to the following lemma on the κ-nullity distribution:
Lemma 16 Let (M,N(κ), g) be a Riemannian manifold with κ-nullity distribution
of rank nκ. Suppose there exists a 1-distribution contained in the κ-nullity distri-
bution, E1 = {ξ1} ⊂ N(κ), such that (E1)⊥ is involutive. Then locally there exists,
for some 1 ≤ k ≤ nκ, a rank k distribution Ek, such that E1 ⊂ Ek ⊂ N(κ), (Ek)⊥
is involutive, and Ek is totally geodesic (and thus integrable as distribution).
Proof. The proof is by induction on k:
(k = 1): This would mean that E1 is totally geodesic, in which case we’re done. If
this isn’t the case, then we can construct a rank 2 distribution E2, E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ N(κ),
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such that (E2)⊥ is involutive: Since E1 is not totally geodesic, it must be that
∇ξ1ξ1 /∈ E1. Then we define
ξ2 :=
1
||π⊥1 (∇ξ1ξ1)||
π⊥1 (∇ξ1ξ1).
Here, π1 denotes the projection associated to the distribution E1. We define E2 :=
{ξ1, ξ2}. Since N(κ) is totally geodesic, ξ2 ∈ N(κ) and E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ N(κ). It remains
to show that (E2)⊥ is involutive. For this, since (E1)⊥ is involutive, it clearly suffices
to show that g([Ei, Ej ],∇ξ1ξ1) = 0 for all Ei, Ej ∈ (E2)⊥.
−g([Ej , Ei],∇ξ1ξ1) = g(∇ξ1([Ej , Ei]), ξ1)
= g(∇ξ1∇EjEi, ξ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸ −g(∇ξ1∇EiEj , ξ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= g(∇Ej∇ξ1Ei, ξ1)− g(∇[Ej ,ξ1]Ei, ξ1) − g(∇Ei∇ξ1Ej , ξ1) + g(∇[Ei,ξ1]Ej , ξ1)
+g(R(ξ1, Ei)Ej , ξ1) − g(R(ξ1, Ej)Ei, ξ1)
= g(∇Ej∇ξ1Ei, ξ1) + g(∇[Ei,ξ1]Ej , ξ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸ −g(∇Ei∇ξ1Ej , ξ1)− g(∇[Ej ,ξ1]Ei, ξ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= g(∇∇ξ1EiEj , ξ1) + g(∇∇Eiξ1Ej , ξ1) − g(∇∇ξ1EjEi, ξ1)− g(∇∇Ej ξ1Ei, ξ1)
−g(∇∇ξ1EiEj , ξ1) + g(∇∇ξ1EjEi, ξ1)
= g(∇∇Eiξ1Ej , ξ1)− g(∇∇Ej ξ1Ei, ξ1)
= g(∇Ej∇Eiξ1, ξ1)− g(∇Ei∇Ejξ1, ξ1)
= g(R(Ej , Ei)ξ1, ξ1) + g(∇[Ej,Ei]ξ1, ξ1)
= 0.
Here we use the fact that ξ1 ∈ N(κ), to go from the 3rd line to the 4th, and
then again in the final step of the calculation. Further, note that line 5 follows
from line 4 because [∇ξ1Ei, Ej ] ∈ (E1)⊥ for all Ei, Ej ∈ (E2)⊥. This holds, since
g(∇ξ1Ei, ξ1) = −g(Ei,∇ξ1ξ1) = 0, based on the definition of E2, and since (E1)⊥
is involutive. And line 7 follows from line 6 because [∇Eiξ1, Ej ] ∈ (E1)⊥ for all
Ei, Ej ∈ (E2)⊥. This, in turn, follows from g(∇Eiξ1, ξ1) = 0 and the involutive-
ness of (E1)⊥. Finally, note that from the involutiveness of (E1)⊥, we also have
g([Ei, ξ2], ξ1) = 0 for all Ei ∈ (E2)⊥.
(Induction step): Assume that the above procedure has been carried out (k − 1)
times, to get a series of distributions E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ek ⊂ N(κ), with (E i)⊥
involutive, and rank(E i) = i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let ξi be a local unit-length
vector field in E i which is orthogonal to E(i−1). Then from the involutiveness of
(E i)⊥ at each step, it follows that g([Ei, ξr], ξs) = 0 for all 1 ≤ s  r ≤ k and
for all Ei ∈ (Es)⊥. If Ek is not totally geodesic, we will show how to construct
E(k+1) ⊂ N(κ) of rank (k + 1), containing Ek, with (E(k+1))⊥ involutive.
The key is the method for choosing a vector field to add to Ek. Let ∇ξpξl /∈ Ek
be the first such vector from the series: ∇ξ1ξ1 → ∇ξ2ξ1 → ∇ξ1ξ2 → ∇ξ2ξ2 → . . .→
∇ξ(k−1)ξ(k−1) → ∇ξkξ1 → . . . → ∇ξkξ(k−1) → ∇ξ1ξk → . . . → ∇ξ(k−1)ξk → ∇ξkξk.
Then, analogous to the construction of E2, we define:
ξ(k+1) :=
1
||π⊥k (∇ξpξl)||
π⊥k (∇ξpξl),
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where πk is the projection associated to the distribution Ek, and let E(k+1) :=
Ek ⊕ {ξ(k+1)}. To show the involutiveness of (E(k+1))⊥, it suffices to show that
g([Ei, Ej ],∇ξpξl) = 0 for all Ei, Ej ∈ (E(k+1))⊥. Note that, since ξp, ξl ∈ N(κ), the
proof from above for k = 1 goes through exactly the same, as long as we can show:
(a) [∇ξpEi, Ej ] ∈ (E l)⊥; and (b) [∇Eiξp, Ej ] ∈ (E l)⊥ for all Ei, Ej ∈ (E(k+1))⊥.
This follows from our method of choosing ∇ξpξl from the above series. There are
three cases to be checked: l  p; p  l; and p = l. We show (a) and (b) for the case
p  l, the other two cases being shown similarly:
Since ∇ξpξl is the first vector field from the series which is not contained in Ek,
in particular we must have:
∇ξlξi ∈ Ek, ∀i  l,
∇ξiξl ∈ Ek, ∀i  p,
∇ξiξj ∈ Ek, ∀i, j  l.
Let Ej , Ek ∈ (E(k+1))⊥. Then we have g(∇ξpEj , ξi) = −g(Ej ,∇ξpξi) = 0 for all
i ≤ l. So ∇ξpEj ∈ (E l)⊥, and (a) follows from involutiveness of (E l)⊥.
From the involutiveness of (Er)⊥ at each step, we also have: g([Ej , ξs], ξr) = 0
for all 1 ≤ r  s ≤ k. Thus, in particular we have:
g(∇Ejξs, ξp) = g(∇ξsEj , ξp)
= −g(Ej ,∇ξs , ξp) = 0, ∀ p ≤ s ≤ l.
On the other hand, we also have:
g(∇Ejξp, ξr) = g(∇ξpEj , ξr)
= −g(Ej,∇ξpξr) = 0, ∀ 1 ≤ r  p,
and, since ξp is unit-length, g(∇Ejξp, ξp) = 0. In sum, therefore, g(∇Ejξp, ξi) =
−g(∇Ejξi, ξp) = 0 for all i ≤ l, and ∇Ejξp ∈ (E l)⊥, from which (b) follows.
Finally, since rank(N(κ)) = nκ is finite, it is clear that either this process ter-
minates at some step k  nκ, which means Ek is totally geodesic, or else N(κ)⊥
is involutive. In any case, there must exist a totally geodesic (and thus involutive)
distribution Ek, E1 ⊂ Ek ⊂ N(κ), whose orthogonal complementary distribution is
involutive. ✷
With this Lemma, we can now draw the following conclusion about the spaces
we defined above as transversally integrable:
Proposition 17 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with rank k Weyl degener-
acy, k ≥ 1, which is transversally integrable. Suppose (M, g) is conformally Ein-
stein, with non-negative Einstein scaling. Then (M, g) is either locally conformally
flat or conformally Ricci-flat with decomposable conformal holonomy.
Proof. Let g¯ be an Einstein metric in the conformal class. From the above Lemma,
we have Ek ⊂ N( τ¯
n(n−1) ) which is totally geodesic with (Ek)⊥ involutive. The mixed
curvature of Ek is therefore constant and equal to τ¯
n(n−1) . If τ¯ is positive, then by
Theorem 11, (Ek)⊥ = {0} and (M, g) is conformally flat. If τ¯ = 0, then (M, g) is
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conformally Ricci-flat. And by Theorem 12, (Ek)⊥ is also totally geodesic, and g¯ is
a local Riemannian product: g¯ = g¯Ek + g¯(Ek)⊥ . And since the leaves of Ek are flat,
the leaves of the transversal foliation must be Ricci-flat, which shows that (M, g)
has decomposable conformal holonomy. ✷
Now that the transversally integrable case is taken care of, it remains to find
tensorial criteria for a transversally non-integrable conformal manifold of arbitrary
rank k Weyl degeneracy to be (locally) conformally Einstein. The key fact which
allows us to write down these conditions is the uniqueness of the metric in the
conformal class with respect to which Ker(W) can be totally geodesic. As in the
rank 1 case, uniqueness of the geodesic metric in the conformal class allows us first
to define a unique local gradient vector field corresponding to this metric. The
algorithm for defining this field through local equations is more complicated:
Remark 18 In this situation, there exists at most one vector field V ∈ Ker(W)
such that that 1
k
H + V is a local gradient. Moreover, a candidate
−→
f
−→
ξ ∈ Ker(W)
can be determined by a procedure involving linear algebra and solving a system of
first order differential equations.
Let Ei, Ej ∈ Ker(W)⊥. Then ηp(Ei) = 0 for the 1-forms dual to the ξp ∈ Ker(W).
We thus have:
0 = rot(
1
k
H + f1ξ1 + . . .+ fkξk)(Ei, Ej)
=
1
k
rot(H)(Ei, Ej) + f1rot(ξ1)(Ei, Ej) + . . .+ fkrot(ξk)(Ei, Ej)
Taking pairs (Ei1 , Ej1), . . . , (EiN , EjN ) for some N , with ik  jk, we write Ω
r
p :=
rot(ξr)(Eip , Ejp) = dηr(Eip , Ejp). We thus have a k ×N matrix
Ω =


Ω11 . . . Ω
k
1
Ω12
. . . Ωk2
...
...
...
Ω1N . . . Ω
k
N

 .
We need to determine uniquely a solution to the system Ω(fNi=1) = −(rot(H)Ni=1).
Note that, on a dense subset of M , the rank of this matrix (and similarly, those
which appear later) must be constant. We assume, therefore, that we’re at a point
in this dense subset, for the following steps of the algorithm. As in the rank 1 case,
for points where this assumption doesn’t hold, it remains to see that the functions
derived through this algorithm for the points in a neighborhood, when taking their
limits, give smooth functions.
If Ω has maximal rank k, such a unique system is given by basic linear algebra.
Suppose Ω has rank r  k. Because (M, g) is transversally non-integrable, r must
be non-zero. W.l.o.g., assume the matrix
Ω(r) :=


Ω11 . . . Ω
r
1
...
...
...
Ω1r . . . Ω
r
r


is non-singular. Then the fact that Ω has rank r implies, for all s ≥ (r + 1), that
there exist functions F s1 , . . . F
s
r such that F
s
1Ω
1
j + F
s
2Ω
2
j + . . . + F
s
rΩ
r
j = Ω
s
j for all
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j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. We make the following change of coordinates {ξi} 7→ {ξ′i} for
Ker(W):
ξ′l := ξl + F
(r+1)
l ξ(r+1) + F
(r+2)
l ξ(r+2) + . . .+ F
k
l ξk, ∀1 ≤ l ≤ r;
ξ′s := ξs − F s1 ξ1 − F s2 ξ2 − . . .− F sr ξr, ∀(r + 1) ≤ s ≤ k.
It can be checked that the ξ′i span Ker(W), and that g(ξ′l , ξ′s) = 0 for all 1 ≤ l ≤
r  s ≤ k. After perhaps another change of basis, therefore, we can assume there
are ξ′′i orthonormal with rot(ξ
′′
s )(Ei, Ej) = 0 for all (r + 1) ≤ s ≤ k. Then the
linear relation above says that rot(ξs)(Ei, Ej) = 0 for all Ei, Ej ∈ Ker(W)⊥ and
(r+ 1) ≤ s ≤ k. Thus we can rewrite the local gradient condition to get equations:
0 =
1
k
rot(H)(Ei, Ej) + f
′′
1 rot(ξ
′′
1 )(Ei, Ej) + . . .+ f
′′
k rot(ξ
′′
k )(Ei, Ej)
=
1
k
rot(H)(Ei, Ej) + f
′′
1 rot(ξ
′′
1 )(Ei, Ej) + . . .+ f
′′
r rot(ξ
′′
r )(Ei, Ej).
This gives a corresponding change Ω 7→ Ω′′, given at each point by multiplication by
a non-singular k× k matrix. Thus Ω′′ has rank r, and we can find unique solutions
for f ′′1 , . . . , f
′′
r .
Next we can repeat an anlogous procedure, setting H ′′ := 1
k
H + f ′′1 ξ
′′
1 + . . . +
f ′′r ξ
′′
r , and searching functions f
′′
(r+1), . . . f
′′
k such that rot(H
′′ + f(r+1)ξ
′′
(r+1) + . . .+
f ′′k ξ
′′
k ) = 0. We can do this, determining some of the new functions, as long as
rot(ξ′′s )(X,Y ) 6= 0 for some vectors X,Y ∈ {ξ(r+1), . . . , ξ′′k}⊥. We continue in
this manner until this is no longer the case. Then, either all functions have been
determined and we’re done, or, for some p ≥ (r + 1), we have (k − p + 1) vectors
in Ker(W) which we’ll denote by ξ∗p , . . . , ξ∗k such that rot(ξ∗i )(X,Y ) = 0 for all
X,Y ∈ {ξ∗p , . . . , ξ∗k}⊥. In this case, it can be checked that the only equations from
the rotation free-equation which involve the still undetermined functions f∗p , . . . , f
∗
k
are:
ξ∗l (f
∗
s )− (f∗p rot(ξ∗p ) + . . .+ f∗k rot(ξ∗k))(ξ∗s , ξ∗l )
= ξ∗s (f
∗
l ) + (f
∗
1 rot(ξ
∗
1 ) + . . .+ f
∗
(p−1)rot(ξ
∗
(p−1)))(ξ
∗
s , ξ
∗
l );
Ei(f∗s )− (f∗p rot(ξ∗p ) + . . .+ f∗k rot(ξ∗k))(ξ∗s , Ei)
= rot(H)(ξ∗s , Ei);
ξ∗q (f
∗
s )− (f∗p rot(ξ∗p ) + . . .+ f∗k rot(ξ∗k))(ξ∗s , ξ∗q )
= 0;
where 1 ≤ l ≤ (p − 1)  s, q ≤ k and we write f∗1 , . . . , f∗(p−1), respectively
ξ∗1 , . . . ξ
∗
(p−1), for the functions which have already been determined and the corrspond-
ing orthonormal vectors. As usual, Ei ∈ Ker(W)⊥. Since the solution to this
equation must be unique, the homogeneous part has only the trivial solution, which
tells us that the matrix
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Ω∗ :=


rot(ξ∗p)(ξ
∗
p , ξ
∗
1) . . . rot(ξ
∗
k)(ξ
∗
p , ξ
∗
1)
...
...
...
rot(ξ∗p )(ξ
∗
k, ξ
∗
(p−1)) . . . rot(ξ
∗
k)(ξ
∗
k , ξ
∗
(p−1))
rot(ξ∗p)(ξ
∗
p , E(k+1)) . . . rot(ξ
∗
k)(ξ
∗
p , E(k+1))
...
...
...
rot(ξ∗p)(ξ
∗
k , En) . . . rot(ξ
∗
k)(ξ
∗
k , En)
rot(ξ∗p)(ξ
∗
p , ξ
∗
p) . . . rot(ξ
∗
k)(ξ
∗
p , ξ
∗
p)
...
...
...
rot(ξ∗p)(ξ
∗
k , ξ
∗
k) . . . rot(ξ
∗
k)(ξ
∗
k , ξ
∗
k)


has maximal rank (k− p+ 1). Then taking a non-singular (k− p+1)× (k− p+1)
sub-matrix of Ω∗, we can solve the associated system of first order, linear differential
equations associated to it, getting solutions f∗p , . . . , f
∗
k .
Proposition 19 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of rank k Weyl degeneracy
which is transversally non-integrable. Then (Mk, g) is locally conformally Einstein
if and only if Rico + (2 − n)F 1
k
H+
−→
f
−→
ξ
= 0, where H is the mean curvature vector
field for Ker(W) and −→f −→ξ is the vector field defined in Remark 18.
Proof. (⇒): Let (Mk, g) be locally conformally Einstein. Then there exists a
local gradient vector field ∇φ(= ∇gφ) giving a conformal transformation to an
Einstein metric g¯ = e2φg. With respect to g¯, Ker(W) is totally geodesic, in
particular it is minimal. From Corollary 9, we must have: π⊥∇φ = 1
k
H , where
π = πKer(W). Thus ∇φ = 1kH+ f1ξ1+ . . .+ fkξk for some functions f1, . . . , fk, and
rot( 1
k
H + f1ξ1 + . . .+ fkξk) = 0 since ∇φ is a local gradient vector field. Further,
since (M, g) is transversally non-integrable, there can’t be a second metric in the
conformal class for which Ker(W) is totally geodesic, and so the fi are unique.
✷
As in the rank 1 case also, we have a global statement if M is simply connected:
Proposition 20 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of rank k Weyl degeneracy
which is transversally non-integrable and simply connected. Then (M, g) is confor-
mally almost Einstein if and only if Rico + (2− n)F 1
k
H+
−→
f
−→
ξ
= 0.
8 Applications, examples and further problems
The algorithm given in Proposition 19, at least in full generality, is rather cumber-
some and not very elegant. It’s therefore good to note that there are nice conditions
which, while not sufficient, are necessary for a manifold with degenerate Weyl tensor
to be conformally Einstein. The following restriction on the characteristic classes
follows from the Theorem of Gray for the κ-nullity distribution (cf. [8]).
Theorem 21 Let (Mn, g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n with Weyl
tensor of constant rank k degeneracy, k ≥ 2. If (M, g) is conformally Ricci-flat,
then χ(M) = 0. If (M, g) is conformally Einstein, then
Pi(M) = 0 ∀ i ≥ 1 + 1
4
(n− k)
where Pi(M) ∈ H4i(M,R) denotes the ith Pontryagin class.
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Proof. It clearly suffices to show this for (M, g) a Ricci-flat (resp. any sort of
Einstein) metric in the conformal class. Then Ker(W) = N(κ), the κ-nullity dis-
tribution for κ = τ
n(n−1) . Since this is of constant rank, we have a decomposition
of the tangent bundle into vector bundles
T (M) = N(κ)⊕N(κ)⊥.
Thus
χ(M) = χ(T (M)) = χ(N(κ))χ(N(κ)⊥)
and
P (M) = P (T (M)) = P (N(κ))P (N(κ)⊥.
Now in the Ricci-flat case, since N(κ) is totally geodesic with flat leaves, χ(N(κ)) =
0. In the general Einstein case, N(κ) is totally geodesic with leaves of constant cur-
vature. It follows that Pi(N(κ)) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. Since Pi(N(κ)) = 0 for all
i ≥ 14 (n− k), the result follows. ✷
The following Theorem restricts the number of independent Einstein metrics in
the conformal class.
Theorem 22 Let (M, g) be an Einstein manifold with positive scalar curvature,
and not of constant curvature. The only Einstein metrics g¯ ∈ [g] in the conformal
class are given by rescaling by a constant.
Proof. Suppose g¯ = σg be another Einstein metric, σ non-constant. Then σ corre-
sponds to a ∇NC -parallel tractor, i.e. σ is a normal conformal Kiling 0-form. On
the other hand, for an Einstein space, the exterior derivative of a normal conformal
Killing p-form, if it’s non-zero, is a normal conformal Killing (p+1)-form. Thus dσ
is a normal conformal Killing 1-form. In particular it follows from the integrability
conditions that ∇σyW = 0. Thus, Ker(W) has rank ≥ 1. But since both g and σg
are assumed to be Einstein, (M, g) must be transversally integrable. This contra-
dicts Proposition 19, since (M, g) has positive scalar curvature. ✷
Example 23 A transversally integrable Einstein space with rank 1 Weyl degeneracy
and negative scalar curvature.
The above methods give no satisfactory solution for conformally Einstein spaces
with negative Einstein scaling. We provide here an example of one such space,
having degenerate Weyl tensor, which shows that this problem is not trivial. This
also gives a non-trivial rank 1 example which is not an Einstein-Sasaki space. The
mothod of construction is by warped products: Let (M∗, g∗) be an n-dimensional
Riemannian manifold and f : I → R a nowhere vanishing smooth function on the
interval. Then the Riemannian warped product structure defined by these data is
(I, dt2)×f (M∗, g∗) = ((I ×M∗), (g = dt2 + f2(t)g∗)).
For a summary of the curvature and other geometric properties of the warped
product, see [9], pp. 6-7. Note, in particular, that as a special case we have the
following
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Lemma 24 The warped product (I, dt2) ×f (M∗, g∗) is an Einstein metric if and
only if g∗ is an Einstein metric and f
′2 + ρf2 = ρ∗.
Here, ρ and ρ∗ denote the normalized scalar curvatures of the warped product
metric resp. of g∗. We take (M∗, g∗) to be a positively scaled Einstein space with
non-degenerate Weyl tensor and ρ∗ = 1. Then letting f = sinh, it can be directly
checked that this gives ρ = −1 (formula (23) in [9]) and Lemma 24 implies that the
warped product structure is Einstein with negative scalar curvature. Further, we
have the following identities for the curvature tensor:
R(X,Y )Z = R∗(X,Y )Z − f
′2
f2
{g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y } (5)
R(X,Y )∂t = 0 (6)
R(X, ∂t)∂t = −f
′′
f
X (7)
From identities (6) and (7) it follows immediately that the vector field ∂t lies in
the κ-nullity distribution (κ = ρ = −1). Moreover, this warped product structure
does not have higher rank Weyl degeneracy, since that would imply, by identitiy
(5), that
R∗(X,Y )Z = (f
′2
f2
− 1){g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y } (8)
for some Z ∈ ∂⊥t and for all vector fields X,Y . But considering a level set subman-
ifold {t = c0} and vector fields X,Y tangent to the level set, identity (8) implies
R∗(X,Y )Z = (f
′2(c0)
f2(c0)
− 1)f2(c0){g∗(Y, Z)X − g∗(X,Z)Y },
which is excluded, since (M∗, g∗) was taken to be Einstein with non-degenerate
Weyl tensor, and thus has no non-trivial κ-nullity distribution. ✷
This example shows that conformally Einstein spaces exist with negative Ein-
stein scaling and degenerate Weyl tensor. However, this example does not show
that a result as in Proposition 17 can not be extended to transversally integrable
conformally Einstein spaces with negative Einstein scaling. Indeed, in our exam-
ple, conformally rescaling the warped product metric by the warping factor gives
a second Einstein metric in the conformal class. Thus, we see that this metric
has decomposable conformal holonomy. An open question (as far as we know) is
whether negative Einstein metrics can be constructed which are degenerate and
have non-decomposable conformal holonomy. This would also be an interesting
question to answer, because such examples would provide a case where no (normal)
conformal Killing forms are possible - as opposed to the examples we’ve seen, such
as Sasaki-Einstein and conformally decomposable spaces. Alternatively, we plan to
look into a method for characterizing transversally integrable conformal spaces with
negative Einstein scaling. Further steps in our investigation include the extension
of these results to the Lorentzian setting, which would include the important case
of conformally Einstein Feffermann spaces.
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